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^Censorship Controversy

Glastud and English Department
put Clamps on"Convivio" Magazine
by JEROME CLARK

"I'd oall it rensnrshiD." one English instructor states flatly.

''This is not T ca.se of censorship," says another. "People think that any restraint is censorship.

T

Tta TssuT^uToNVIVIO and the question is the right of a campus publication to print anything it

1963 ThfyeiTyliTrTrT^ufn^Tthf
LTTtmenJCONVIVIO has traditionally
beeTunnoUced and uXiovm. Few students had ever heard of it and fewer still had ever read it
BuTallthat has changed this year. Now CONVIVIO stands in the cente
far beyond the confines of the campus and. according to some, into the halls of the Minnesota state

ChStace5'

leg^ature.

^ ^ ^ ^ front

page oUts March

28 issue reporti^ that the

Knight PrinUng Company of Fargo had refused to publish CONVIVIO because it contained stones that
arp "moribund warped End filled with four-letter words.

...

j

• •

pressloTTaT not'ttiT'issueT'^'Now1 the shsden^lwre^tove^eWt in'uieir te^th^to^aidT'They
revolutfon fever.'-r

^

Southwood D r i v e , South Fargo
have

^ ^ meeting to discuss to fate of CONVIVIO. Ex^aming ttet

nh objected to only two stories (neither of which he named, but which were understood to be McConn s
and TONWvTo editor Larry Peterson's "American Scene"). Glasrud remarked. ;'The material as it
stands cannot be published under the auspices of the English department. Jechnictd y^ _e Co
responsible for CONVIVIO, but I would prefer that the censoring be done by the departm .
Clasrud characterized one story as "probably libelous" and as "morally wrong." He cited the
possibility that the state legislature could cut off college funds if confronted with another "dirty wor

Students Fight
F-M Flood Waters

sandbags to
keep water away
by LEO R. LANCTOT
The river was running deep, from homes and businesses.
Friday, April 11, an informed
fast and wide. The crest was
expected at 38 feet. Students source at Moorhead State Col
from Fargo-Moorhead schools lege's administration building
filled
and placed thousands of said the spirit seemed to be cat
^if rstronglv-worded reply editor Peterson said, "CONVIVIO should be published for three reasons.
ching on. More and more students
The first is quite simply artistic and intellectual integrity, unless it is desirable that CON VP/10 come
were volunteering to sandbag
out yearly like the telephone directory, while catering to the tastes;of the state
homes in the Fargo-Moorhead
nrinters Secondly if we, the editorial board, who are, in the words of Dr. Glasrud, bright English
area. Many girls were among
majors,'* cannot be trusted to make literary judgments, can the hundreds of other Englis major^ e
the volunteers.
trusted to teach your children, or can the English faculty who, after all, have given us most of our stan
In the afternoon I talked with
James Grondahl, Clay County
^"nnSly? events°i^thflas/qiartel* have clearly demonstrated. . .that student rights or even the rights
civil defense director. He said
by SARA JOHNSON
of students as human beings are a farce at this college."
A report from the Higher Ed the students were coming out in
ucation Co-ordinating Commis increasing numbers and were
sion, read by President Dille to doing a terrific job. Grondahl
the March 30 meeting of the had been out for three days as
£ ardthf
Student Senate, stated the need sisting at flood control. Now,
chael Moos and Richard Callender of the CONVIVIO Editorial Board.
for the increase in tuition and more than likely it's been all
In the sometimes heated debate
fees. Normally, these funds pro week.
that followed, Glasrud defended
The Moorhead Country Club
vide one-third of the cost of run
himself against critical questions
ning a State College. Next year in north Moorhead had over 40
from students and some faculty
they will meet only 22%. Since students sandbagging around the
members. "I have to live with
the State Legislature won't sup clubhouse's south wall. Many stu
myself," he said. "What you
port a tax increase due to the dents had been working three
think of me and my actions at
upcoming election, the apparent days, said club manager Milan
this point matters little to me.
solution is a raise of tuition. Clemens.
I've seen thousands of students
The wall had about five feet of
The proposed increase for the
and instructors and I'll see thou
in-state student is from $5 to fill and about four feet of sand
sands more, and longafter you're
$6.50 per credit, for the out- bags. When completed, the dike
*one, I'll be here."
of-state student from $8 to $14. was to be good for a crest of 38
Dr. Frank Kendrick said he
A proposed increase in activ feet. I watched students come in
would feel "extremely threa
ity fees is also being consid and eat a dinner of french fries
tened by this precedent," but
ered, as well as an increase of and chicken.
Allan Hanna insisted, "In any
Place, Route 2, Moorhead: the
room and board costs by $45
civilized society, including a de
Roel addition. Roger Carpenter
a year.
mocratic one, freedom of expres
Twenty-one per cent of the was putting plastic on his home's
sion is not absolutely unqua
G
l
a
s
r
u
d
students
at Moorhead State are west side, facing the river. He
Larry Peterson
lified." He pointed to laws con
out-of-state residents; many of hoped this would keep the water
cerning libel and sedition as ex
these are from North Dakota. out of his basement.
amples.
There was a shed about 100
The raise of tuition for these
Kim Giddings, Student Senate
students is a raise of seventy- yards away. The night before he
Vice President, noted, in refer
five per cent. The State Col could walk to the shed, said Car
ence to the question of legisla
lege Board, in addition to these penter, now it's under about two
tive pressure, "A good admini
suggested price increases, is feet of water.
The important Budget Com tion given to the Athletic Depart now authorized to charge health
stration says no to the commu
Ernest Sayler, business in
nity," and related how colleges mittee Report was the main busi- ment. Physical Education Sena fees for students, at $20 per structor at Moorhead lechnical
and universities across the nation ness taken up by the Student tor Ron Long stated that the quarter.
School, had some students build
Athletic Department has the se
had fought the late Sen. Joe Mc Senate at their April 14 meeting.
The Board had passed a res ing a sandbag wall on the river
cond lowest budget for athletics
Carthy. He added that he "doub
The Budget Committee Report
olution stating that administra- side of his home. "The boys are
ted highly" that the legislature recommends the amount of money in the state college system. Mr.
doing a good job," he said. He
would be particularly concerned to be allocated by the Student Long also stated that most of the C o n ' t , o n p . 5
was building the wall for a crest
about what appears in CONVIVIO. Senate to the different depart increase over last year's budget
of 38 feet.
would go for traveling expenses.
Glasrud announced that the ments of the college. Dr. Eugene
A reporter, covering a flood
English department would meet to Phillipps, chairman of the Bud Some of these expenses were
with a motor vehicle, should have
food, lodging and transportation.
vote on the issue, and not too
get Committee, reported that the
a jeep. While on a muddy coun
Mr. Long also said that the diffe
long afterward the meeting ad requests for all the budgets was
try road, south of Moorhead, my
rent coaches decide how they di
journed, Glasrud's mind un 40% greater than the amount of
car slid onto the soft shoulder.
vide this money amongst the nu
money available. Dr. Phillipps
changed.
About an hour later, after
*
*
*
*
*
•
»
*
*
•
*
merous sports.
also said that $100,000.00 had
walking, calling and waiting,
Brian
Coyle,
former
MSG
hu
Arguments against the propo
The next morning, after meet to be cut from the different bud
manities instructor, was a- Ralph Melbye, from Holiday
ing with Moos and Callender, Pe get requests before the budget sed Athletic budget were based
Pure, came in his four-wheel
rrested Tuesday morning as a
terson resigned as editor. "It could be introduced in the Stu upon the fact that there is very
drive
pick-up. I was freed and
result of his December 13th in
is humanly impossible for me to dent Senate. These cuts in the poor attendance at many of the
five dollars wiser.
duction
refusal.
Mr.
Coyle
was
sports events held on campus.
pretend to edit a magazine which budget caused considerable de
At South Brookdale housing
Another argument against this taken to Minneapolis and released area, east of interstate 94,MSC's
has been censored, he conclu— bate in some of the departments
the
same
day
on
his
personal
budget was that it reaches to few
ded. "I cannot so readily turn my because they thought that they
recognizance. As this goes to Sig Taus were helping sandbag
back on the principles of aca were being undercut in their students and that the Athletic
press, he is returning to Moor homes along River Shore Drive.
Department has no academic
demic freedom and artistic inte- requests.
head. Watch the Mistic for a
The first major debate came
complete story later this month. C o n ' t . o n p . 5
C
o
n
'
t
.
on
p
g
.
II
over
the
$33,750.00
net
alloca
Con't. on p. 10

Tuition Up?

CTNS; N:?RR™

Senate Debates Budget

Arrested
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Action on Women's
Dorm Hours Stalled
by SARA JOHNSON
(from an interview with Student
Senator Rod Halvorson)
On Monday, Jan. 28, 1969, Se
nator Carole Johnson moved
WHEREAS: A double standard
exists at MSC,
WHEREAS: This double stan
dard is undemocratic, unamerican, and unjustified,
BE IT RESOLVED: That wo
men's dorm hours be abolished
at MSC, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:
That interested student senators
meet with respective dorm coun
cils immediately to discuss this
matter.
On Friday, this meeting was
held, and it was decided to meet
again in two weeks, during which
time the dorm counselors would
discuss the issue with the stu
dents on their respective floors.
The proposed meeting did not
materialize, but Dean Hume
called a secret meeting that con
tributed some confusionby bring
ing up different possibilities for
wording the proposition — name
ly, which students should have
hours, which need parental con
sent, etc. The counselors were
told to go back and talk some
more to the students.
Three weeks after the initial
meeting, there was another, also
made up of dorm council mem
bers and interested senators. The
proposal generally agreed upon
was as follows: hours for the first
quarter freshmen, no hours for
second and third quarter fresh
men with parental consent, and no
hours for sophomores, juniors
and seniors. At the end of Winter
Quarter, the Inter-dorm Council
of dorm presidents and vicepresidents met. Three members
out of eight put in their appear
ance. They agreed on the propo
sal (as stated above) and pre
sumed that the Personnel Office
would acton this and that it would
be into effect Spring Quarter.
No action was taken.

men — and brought to Dean
Hume, who said that she had re
ceived plans for alteration of
hours from Dahl Hall only and
needed plans submitted from the
other dorms before she would
consider acting on the measure,
because there appeared to be
"confusion amongthe dorm coun
cils." She had already received
approval of the one plan from the
dorm council meeting with Stu
dent Senators present, lastquar
ter. Again, students took the in
itiative; Grantham, Snarr and
Nelson Halls submitted their
plans.
Dean Hume began working on
the folio wingproposal — no hours
for freshmen, sophomores, and
juniors with parental consent; not
the plan proposed by the dorm
councils and senators. In a let
ter also signed by Dean McCloud
and addressed to PresidentDille,
she recommended that t h i s
change in hours go into effect
early this quarter. Dille threw
the proposal back into the chan
nels, refusing to sign it until the
Council of Student Affairs and the
Faculty Senate had acted first.
Some senators estimated that
this would take at least five
weeks.
The CSA decided to give up on
the proposal's going into effect
this quarter and moved to begin
work during the summer ses
sion — on the originally approved
proposal. No one felt there was
much chance for a change in hours
this quarter.
The last of the exhausted pro
per channels still considering
action is the Faculty Senate. On
April 13, the Student Senate re
solved to ask the Faculty Senate
for action on any hour change that
could be put into effect this quar
ter. The Faculty Senate agreedto

Soc Speaks
on Huck
Dr. Clarence Glasrud will be
the featured
speaker at Open
House at the Moorhead Library
April 20, first Sunday of National
Library Week. The topic will be
the novel "Huckleberry Finn."
This novel has been controver
sial ever since it was written in
1885. It was banned from various
libraries in this country as pro
fane trash suitable only for the
slums. The author's wife cen
sored several passages of the
book after his death. Today it is
considered the most powerful
argument in literature against
racism, yet is banned in several
places because of references to
"Niggers".

Minnesota Symphony
The internationally renowned Minnesota Symphony Orchestra will
be performing at 8:15 p.m., Thursday, April 24 in the Alex Nemzek
Fieldhouse.
Founded in 1903, the Symphony is currently under the very able
direction of Stanislaw Skrowaczewski. A pace setter among U.S.
orchestras, the Minnesota Symphony Orchestra is now in its 66th
year and looks forward to being one of the Midwest's first regional
musical institutions.
The concert will begin with Bach's Toccota and Fugue in D minor
(orchestral by Skrowaczewski) followed by Lutoslawski's Symphony.
Following a brief intermission, the Symphony will conclude with
Beethoven's Symphony No. 7 in A Major, Opus 92.
Student tickets are available for $1 with an activity ticket at the
Series for the Performing Arts office located in the Center for the
Arts.

Dr. Glasrud will explainby dis
cussion and by readingpassages,
why he believes this is a great
novel. This promises to be an
amusing program as well
stimulating one, for Dr. Glasrud
is well known for his readings
of HUCK.

Forensics Rate Excellent
MSC Forensics were rated
"excellent" along with the top
30 per cent of the delegates who
attended the national Pi Kappa
Delta convention held at Arizona
State University inTempe, Ariz.,
April 1, 2, 3, and 4.
There were 178 schools atten
ding from 38different states. The
MSC students who attended and
the events in which they partici
pated were: Pam Cooper, Peli-

Also featured during National
Library Week will be an art ex
hibit of work done by high school
students in Moorhead. Various
types of work will be displayed.

can Rapids, Oratory and Discus
sion; Steven Leth, Clitherall,
Oratory; Darby Arntson, Moorhead, Discussion; Colleen Akers,
Barnesville, Oral Interpretation;
and Dave Jeska,Fosston, Extem
poraneous Speaking. In a switchsides debate, the MSC partici
pants were Pam Cooper, Bill
Zubke, Glenwood, Darby Arnston, Dave Jeska, Steve Leth,
and Nira Elers, Wheaton.

Hours of the OpenHouse, which
is
sponsored by Moorhead
"Friends-of-the-Library," are
from 1:30 - 5 p.m. withDr.Glasrud's talk at 2 p.m. Tea will be
served by the 'Friends.'

"consider it in the near future."
It may be on the agenda of the
Wednesday, April 23 meeting at
Ingleside, second floor MacLean.

FREE UNIVERSITY OFFERS
"Primer For Honkies"
OPERATED BY
The Black Panther Party for Self Defense
For information: 236-3742

When students returned to an
unchanged situation, a petition
protesting this lack of action was
circulated. It was signed by 300
dorm women — mainly fresh

Write Black Panther Party
HELD AT

Box 497 MSC

Cultural Exchange Center

722 16th St. So. Moorhead

For hugging and squeezing

'////
/Mwm
The newest new car of any

year. Its dual overhead cams
squeeze out all there is in exciting
high performance. Hugs the
road like a loved one. Also offers,
at no extra cost: Pininfarina
styling ... 4-wheel disc brakes ...
5-forward-speed, fully synchromeshed stick shift.,. radial
tires. You'll love it.

Hat 124
Spider
MOW OOFS FIAT
00 IT FOR
THE PRICE?

in Antwerp, Johannesburg, London and Tel Aviv for
their uncompromising beauty - exceptional value.
Set superbly in six-prong traditional mountings
in all the popular sizes for engagement rings.

$125 to $1200

"3423.

f4 carat

4.
AMERICAN
MOTORS

'/j carat

3/

FRANCIS PETERSON Inc.
904

Center

MOORHEAD,

Ave.

Telephone

MINNESOTA

56560

(218)

233-2409

JEWELERS
64 Broadwav

4

carat

I carat
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to the Conduct Committee rather
than prosecuting him, and that
the committee often fails to re
port offenses to the off-campus
authority once they have dealt
with it.
Another criticism of the com
tion, which generally includes the mittee is that the student stands
recommendation of counseling. alone when accused with no de
Larson pointed out that this type fense council. Larson denied this,
of action is most common because
saying that any student may re
offenses for which less severe quest a faculty member or coun
action would be in order generally selor to speak for him.
don't come before the committee.
R.A.'s have also been criti
cized for taking unjust liberties
5. The student may be suspen
with master keys in looking for
ded from the college for a set
evidence for the committees period of time, generally o n e
over half of whose cases deal with
quarter.
drinking or possession of liquor
in the dorm rooms. Larsons poin
6. The student may be expelled
ted out that once again that this
from the college, in which case
is not a policy-setting group, and
the student will not be allowed
thus they have no real standards
to return. Neither of the last two
for determining what an R.A.
punishments has been used since
should or should not do in polic
Larson has been chairman.
ing his students. Larson also
The committee has been the noted two examples in which
subject of a great deal of criti
cism for its structure and pro
cedure. According to the infor
mation provided by Larson, there
If your parents have not as yet
seems to be a gap between the
had
the opportunity to get a look
actions that the committee may
at
our
campus, Friday, May 9, is
take and what it actually does.
the date for them to pay a visit.
One of the criticisms leveled The college is preparing an in
teresting program for them,
against the committee, for ex
ample, has been that a student who complete with tours and enter
has been tried and punished off- tainment. Some of your parents
campus may face punishment by have never seen the campus up
the committee for the same of close, and others, who may have
gone here to college themselves,
fense. Larson admitted that this
accusation is "probably right," will find the campus quite
but that it is "not the duty of the changed. So this is indeed the
committee to determine its func time for them to visit.
tion." Its job, according to Lar
The Parents' Day Program
son, is outlined by the Student will be as follows:
9:00-12:00—Registration-Cof
Senate and the Administration,
and it is not the responsibility fee, Comstock Memorial Union
9:30-11:00—Honors Convoca
of the committee to determine
whether that job is right or tion, Center for the Arts Auditor
wrong.
ium
9:30-12:00—Tours and Dis
Larson pointed out, however, plays, Comstock Memorial Union
that in many cases the local
11:30-12:20-- Student Panel,
authorities turn a student over Center for the Arts Auditorium

Conduct Committee
Answers its Critics
"The thing about the Student
Conduct Committee is, man, it's
persi^.i....I like to think that I'm
helping students....If you really
think that the committee should
be changed, find me a student we
have wronged." This is the opi
nion expressed by Mr. Ted Lar
son of the committee for whichhe
is chairman.
The Student Conduct Commit
tee hears cases of students who
break college rules. Larsonpointed out that the committee is the
only group on campus that can
make decisions concerning stu
dent conduct. The dormitory judicial boards, before whom most
dorm students first appear, can
either drop the case or sendtheir
recommendations on to the com
mittee. Only after the case has
been brought before the con.
mittee by Dean Leo Salters, the
ex officio member, and the com
mittee has interviewed the stu
dent can a definite course of ac
tion be decided upon.
Lv^on listed six different
types of action which can be taken
by the committee:
1. The case may be dismissed.
2. The committee may issue an
unofficial verbal warning, in
which the committee points out
that the action taken if the of
fense is repeated must be more
strict.
3. The committee may issue an
official warning which is written
and included in the student's file.
An additional copy may be sentto
the student's parents.
4. The most common type of re
primand is disciplinary proba

R.A.'s have been "repriman
ded" for their "approach" in
gathering evidence.
Confronted with the possible
hypocrisy of punishing a few stu
dents who are unfortunate enough
to get caught drinking when the
problem is so widespread, Lar
son pointed out that there simply
aren't enough police to catch
everyone, and that these repri
mands are "part of the student's
educational experience."
Larson stated that if the stu
dents weren't happy with the
make-up of the group, they should
attempt to change it. Yet the
committee has not been able to act
on the senate's resolution to
change the committee to an allstudent group because it is not
within the student's power. In re
sponse to another Student Senate
resolution requesting an end to
"double jeopardy," Larson sta
ted that the question hasn't come
up this year.

Parents Day Scheduled
12:30 - 1:45 — Lunch - En
tertainment, Kise Commons
2:00-3:15—Parent's Convoca
tion, Center for the Arts Au
ditorium
3:15 — Coffee Hour, Center for
the Arts-Green Room
8:15—Opera Production: Mo
zart's Cosi Fan Tutti, Center
for the Arts Auditorium
Your parents are recommend
ed to park in the Nemzek Lot
on Sixth Avenue South between
16th and 17th streets. Guides
will be available to direct them
to Comstock Memorial Union and
the Center for the Arts.
All in all, a fine day is planned,
so be sure to let your parents in
on the activities. The college is
doing a considerable amount of
planning and it is almost certain
they will enjoy it. Once again,
Parents' Day is Friday, May 9.
Be sure to let them know.

Holq Rock
The Comstock MemorialUnion
Ballroom was the scene of a
Rock-Communion Worship Ser
vice Sunday, April 13. About 40
persons attended the service,
which was sponsored by the Uni
ted Campus Ministry under the
direction of Richard Kretzschmar.
This ". . .unabashed, but new
way of looking at Christian Wor
ship" was the beginning of anondenominational program calling
for more experimentation in con
temporary worship. Using the
form of a conventional church
service as a starting point, Sun
day's service took off on its own
to bring a new approach to Chris
tian fellowship.
Folk music, featuringguitarist
Eric Peltoniemi of Wadena, pro
vided the format for hymns, and
the entire service called for in
volvement on the part of those
assembled for worship. The ser
vice was led by Jerry Haas,pre
sident of the United Campus Mi
nistry, with the Witness beinggi
ven by Barb Greener. Kretzschmar, director of UM, performed
the rites of Communion.
It is hoped that through a fa
vorable response this programof
experimentation may be conti
nued, with its aim of a more
personal worship service ful
filled. The UCM welcomes any
comments, inquiries and sugges
tions for its program.
"The world would accept an
infinity of betrayals."
—McConn
"They are all a lost genera
tion."
—Gertrude Stein
"We are whore s... there is not a
one among us who is nota whore."
—Paul Anton

CollegeMaster is Number One
••••>••• •:•••

Wayne McFarland

Alan Nelson

CollegeMaster, the number one life insurance plan for college
men, the college division of Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co. is pleased
to announce the appointment of Wayne McFarland and Alan Nelson as
career agents to serve Moorhead State College. Both of these men have

Wayne D. McFarland
Carl Potratz
Glenn H. Klitzke
Alan Nelson
Gene Jurgens
Eli A. Lee
Lowell A. Wilcox
Gerald Tharaldson
Mark H. Viksjo
William Edwards
Claude Cimbura
Richard Anderson
Alan Gravalin
Alan Judson

James Potter
Michael Eastvold
Harvey Holmen
Gordon Olson
Roger Skugrud
Roger Heinicke
Larry Penk
Roger Olson
Joe Morrison
Gary Senske
Mike Morton
Ray Aberle
Larry Bugbee
Jeff Hagen

••• • • .-.y. ..

recently completed the company professional training program in Dal
las, Texas, and are back to continue serving the MSC campus. We also
wish to take time to say best wishes to those people from MSC who are
already CollegeMaster owners.

Clint Chamberlain
Larry Wilke
Larry Narum
Jerry Jorgenson
Darryl Hendrickson
Bob Moore
Larry Johnson
John Eberhart
Ron Smiley
John Desotelle
Curt Bardahl
Mike Pehler
Richard Kimball
Joe Roman

Bricker Johnsen
Hank Rhiem
Bob Wilke
Jeff Grabow
Dick Werpy
Greg Atherton
Royce Bacon
Brad Apple
Ron Bacon
Gary Rudeen
Larry Rasmussen
Brian Lofberg
Mark Kolstad
Steve Jackobs

Duane Ramstad
Jim Moen
Ed Polaski
Myron Thiel
Harris Carstenson
Tim Tjaden
Kieth Lester
Clive Swans trom
Dick Kinball
John Aaby
Duane Skavdahl
Greg.H. Olson
'

.

-

-
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Editorials...

Unity and Action
The number of people in the Fargo-Moorhead area who have seen
the need for civil action to correct the problems in our society and in
our government has been increasing over the past year in various
areas of the community.
On the campus, students and faculty and even some administra
tion officials have become at least "disenchanted" with the war in
Vietnam, with campus involvement in militarism, with racism and
with economic injustices. Also peculiar to the campus community is
a growing critique of the "factory" qualities of the college; its pro
ducing products for industry rather than well educated individuals cap
able of independent actions and decisions.
Outside the campus, several groups of citizens have achieved va
rious insights into the misdirection of our society. This has been
demonstrated by the flood of phone calls from housewives to the
Draft Information Center concerning resistance, the increased at
tendance of business men at political symposiums and other gath
erings once considered "subversive", the large number of speaking
invitations sent to militant Blacks, and the frequency of public ex
pressions of concern broadcast over radio call-in shows.
Perhaps one of the most progressive of the new elements in the
F-M area is the coalition of clergymen. These men have started to
expand their moral convictions to political awareness and have
started, a little too meekly, to display their conviction to some of
their congregations.
With college faculty, housewives, businessmen, and clergy ex
pounding opinions formerly associated with the radical left only,
a new degree of "respectibility" is attributed to leftist prospectives by former doubters, especially as a result of the strong autho
rity orientation in the predominately Lutheran culture of the F-M
area.
The great tragedy in all of this is that most newly aroused citi
zens are afraid to surface, to come out publicly in the community
and express their new awarenesses openly in spite of the fear of
strong criticism from their more hind-sighted neighbors. Clergy
men and even some faculty are afraid to align themselves with stu
dent leftists because they are afraid of losing their "respectable"
image. They seem to forget that it was "those long-haired kids" who
sent them the calling card to action, reminding them of the incon
sistency between America's moral platitudes and her actions.
The "respectable" elements of the left seem to think it is ap
propriate to be more subtle about their beliefs. They rationalize
that it is better to spoonfeed their neighbors than it is to take deter
mined stands.
Meanwhile, after four years of "war protests" across the coun
try, pictures of charred bodies and agonized faces still flow in
daily from Vietnam, appearing in our newspapers and flashing
across our television sets. The war is as constant and cruel a
reality today as it was a year ago, even though some consider it
an old issue. "Everyone is against the war," we hear some new
leftists say, but the number of deaths increase daily. Similarly,
the draft is still forcing our young men to fight, our country still
pursues an imperialist foreign policy in South America, and our
military buildup continues to sap our economy.
What are you "respectable" new leftists waiting for? If the time
to stand is not now, when is it? Come out of your dark corners and
closed doors and surface. Say as strongly as you believe at the
war must stop now, that poverty is violence, that racism a white
man's problem, that the draft is tyrannical involuntary servitude,
and that it is imperative that good citizens destroy these evils before
they destroy us.
The need for unified action on the part of the left is obvious; it
would accelerate the growing concern of many people in the com
munity towards action. The term once used by an MSC professor
was "Commeradre"; we must join in our unity of purpose to initiate
a unity of action rather than remain separate in our individual, in
effective efforts.
Let this be our direction then: solidarity and action. D Brawthen

Convivio Action Shameful

Resigned Convivio Editor's Statement
The reason I am here today is not because the 'Convivio' editorial board requested a meeting of its
own free will as Dr. Glasrud implied in his memo to the English faculty. Rather, I am here because
the administration has forced me to come by eliminating almost all other alternatives through
ting
off funds for 'Convivio.' While 1 do not find this inconsistent with this administration, I do fina it in
consistent with the concepts of an academic community and intellectual freedom, if these concepts are
to have any meaning at all.
Speaking as editor of 'Convivio,' but also, I feel, as a representative of the new sensibility or new
idealism of my generation, I am quite appalled by the America I see. It is a country in which expediency
and "getting ahead" come before the values of the Western tradition which we always celebrate but
seldom act upon. It is a country in which the threat of force, such as punitive legislation, and force
itself, such as a billyclub, are used by those in power to intimidate and suppress those seeking greater
freedom—whether it be intellectual or economic.
I am not talking just about national politics and some place else. I am talking about Moorhead State
College and 'Convivio.' If you believe that this college is an ivory tower and not a microcosm of a
sick society, I think you are deluding yourself. We, too, have our Lyndon Johnsons and Richard Nixons.
From my point of view, 'Convivio' should be published for three reasons. The first is quite simply
artistic and intellectual integrity, unless it is desirable that 'Convivio' come out yearly like the tele
phone directory, while catering to the tastes of the state legislators and local printers. Secondly, if
we, the editorial board, who are, in the words of Dr. Glasrud, "bright English majors," cannot be
trusted to make literary judgments, can the hundreds of other English majors be trusted to teach your
children, or can the English faculty who, after all, have given us most of our standards, trust their
own literary judgment?
Finally, events in the last quarter have clearly demonstrated what many of us have contended all
along, that student rights or even the rights of students as human beings are a farce at this college.
Certainly we have rights, but they extend only so far as the President allows. His frequent rejection
of Student Senate and committee appointments confirms the charge that at this college "the student
is a nigger" and that we had better act, talk and apparently even think like the Man wants us to. This
phenomenon is obviously not restricted to just this college.
What I am saying amounts to this— the people of this country, on all levels, have got to take their
country back from the Establishment. The McCarthy campaign was an attempt, but it failed. One * the
reasons I think it did was that we lost too many little battles, like 'Convivio,' to win a big one.
Do we only fight the big battles after we have anesthetized our conscience by ignoring the little ones,
like college literary magazines, in the interests of practicality and expediency? Where do you draw
the line at which you will fight for human dignity against repress ion?Will you only draw it when more
faculty members are fired, or to use that beautiful euphemism, "not rehired," for unpopular opin
ions? Or will you only draw it when one of your friends or maybe only when you yourself are called
before the latest government committee to eliminate intellectual heresy? Or wont it be too late by
then?
•
Larry R. Peterson

Senate Elects New/ Members
The dead-lock between Peter
Kinkade and Dick Ormseth was
finally broken on the 21st ballot
of the April 13th Student Senate
session after much political
maneuvering on the part of all
senators involved. Peter Kin
kade took his position as the new
Social Science Senator after de
feating his opponent by a 10-5
vote. In the same session Dan
Boeckermann defeated R o b e r t
Kinkade for Senator-at-Large on
the third ballot by a 12-4 vote.
Tom Clark, a member of the
Student Bill of Rights Commit
tee, submitted a report on the
Grounds for Appea 1 of Tests
and Final Grades. Students af
fected by this report may con
tact Senator Clark for the de
tails in the Student Senate of
fice.
The Executive Committee took
immediate action on Dr. Mur

ray's attractive proposal con
cerning a joint senate. Senators
George Schatz, Rod Halvorson,
and President Phil Norrgard
were appointed to investigate the
feasibility of such an action, while
Kim Giddings will write letters to
Columbia University and the Uni
versity of Minnesota to check on
their proposals.
Steve Hillestad then moved that
the Bookstore Scholarship Fund
be abolished and that said funds
be added to the College Activities
Fund. Arguments for the motion
were based upon the contention
that since the profits earned by
the MSC Bookstore came from
the general body of students, then
the money should be allocated to
the general body of students in
stead of a select group. Opposing
arguments contended thatthe stu
dents who received these scholarships contributed both scho-

lastically and in extra-curricular
activities. The motion passed.
Paul Meyers moved that the
State College Board be reques
ted to hold in-state and out-state
tuition and fee increases to no
more than a 50 per centincrease
over last year. Rod Halvorsonse
conded, and all members present
except Steve Hillestad voted in
affirmation of the resolution.
George Schatz brought atten
tion to the dorm hours situation
when he moved that the Student
Senate recommend to Dr. James
Murray, President of the fa
culty Senate, to call a sx ,ial
meeting of the Faculty Senate to
discuss the much delayed dorm
hour's issue. All members voted
in affirmation of the motion with
the exception of Senator Paul
Meyers.

LET

The CONVIVIO affair represents nothing less than a disgrace
to the integrity of Moorhead State College and a betrayal of the
by RODNEY
right of free student expression.
HALVORSON
Whatever the arguments advanced to justify the exclusion of
Tom McConn's "Cold Crucifix" and Larry Peterson's "American
The Minnesota State College
Scene" from the pages of CONVIVIO, the entire matter comes Student Association up until the
down simply to a case of suppression, and the conduct of certain beginning of this year was a
members of the English department is puzzingly inconsistent with young, somewhat ineffective, and
that of individuals who profess belief in literary and artistic free unheard of student group. How
dom.
ever, during our first meeting
To the argument that one story is "probably libelous," one can this year on Jan. 19, inSt. Cloud,
only retort, as did one person I interviewed, "What utter nonsense!" we decided to sit down and work
Peterson's "Scene," which satirically ridicules Lyndon Johnson and as hard as we could to help the
Chcago Mayor Richard Daley, is scarcely different from — in fact, Minnesota students.
rather milder than — material that has appeared in a number of
Carole Johnson, David Braw
national publications. Barbara Garson's play MACBIRD! goes so then, and myself were new to
far as to implicate former President Johnson in the assassination this group, and didn't know
of John Kennedy, but aside from questions of taste, the issue of exactly what was going on. How
libel was not a consideration in the discussions that followed. ever, we started clicking after
Moreover, recent decisions by the United States Supreme Court have the election of new officers when
made it virtually impossible to libel a public official.
we broke up into committees and
Dr. Glasrud finds Peterson's story "morally wrong" — a told about the problems we had at
curious objection, since "Scene" attacks activities that its author each state college.
regards as grossly IMmoral.
We worked all afternoon on
Even if the threat of legislative reprisal were a real one — which Saturday, and adjourned until the
is at best somewhat doubtful — no libertarian would willingly next day. On Sunday we met in
submit to this kind of blackmail, not when basic rights are at stake. St. Paul and worked all day and
The struggle for human freedom is often costly, but it is infinitely night until we had an eight-page
more expensive in the end to surrender to tyranny.
report of about sixty or more
J. Clark
different recommendations.

TZZZZL

Under the Communication
Committee we recommended the
basic rights of student news
papers to exist with no prior
censorship, and the basic idea
that students should control stu
dent newspapers. The Judicial
Committee made many recom
mendations that would help pro
tect the student's rights when he
is on trial on a local campus. The
Parking Committee said that
there isn't enough parking spaces
on the campuses, and they pro
posed that we do as much as
possible to alleviate our park
ing problem. The Curriculum
Committee recommended that
we improve the way students are
educated, and that students should
be involved in making these chan
ges. They also were in favor of a
drop in required credits to gra
duate from 192 to 180 credits.
The Housing Committee sug
gested that women's hours be

SPEAK
abolished, and we were also in
favor of more co-ed dormitories.
We also recommended that stu
dents have some say in the selec
tion of R.A.'s, and hoped a four
year guaranteed price could come
about, so we wouldn't be affected
so much by rising costs. The
Bookstore Committee told us how
badly run most of the bookstores
are and suggested ways to
improve them.
Finally, we made General Re
commendations: to raise faculty
pay, so we can get better -*achers; to lobby the legisiv.^>rs
to throw out the old law which
prohibits any studentfrom drink
ing no matter what age; to have
representation on the State Col
lege Board; and to hel provide
contraceptives and contraceptive
information to students; and to
work for the 18 year old vote.

Con't o n p . 8
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5.S. Reveals
* Convivio Expurgated $ Results of Opinion Poll
Letters to the Editor...

^

April 14, 1969

Since Larry Peterson has resigned as editor of CONVIVIO, fur^_2r action concerning the printing of the magazine rests with the
editorial board. The English Department has decided that two sket
ches, Larry's "An American Scene" and Tom McConn's "Cold
Crucifix," must be censored; this, of course, strips us of our pre
rogative as editors. But since we feel it is one of the best issues of
the magazine ever produced on this campus, we wish to print the
remainder of the work with this note attached.
As a state college, subject to the pressures of the legislature
and the community, we understand that public opinion must be
considered somewhat; unfortunately, this can result in the public
having a genuinely onerous influence if it decides to exert that pres
sure. This year the controversy that ultimately stopped publica
tion began with the whim of a single printer. We are asked to create
cautiously, with one eye out for public disapproval, and a literary
magazine such as CONVIVIO cannot exist under such conditions;
therefore, it is an impractical idea.
From our position, this expurgated issue will be the last CON
VIVIO. We want nothing further to do with the magazine.
Michael Moos
Richard Callender
CONVIVIO EDITORIAL BOARD

ABM Facts

To the Editor:
The article "ABM Stirs F-M Area" in the April 11th, Mistic
^leals exclusively with the ABM as a national question and not with
activity in regard to that issue in the F^I area as the headline
indicated.
Actually, there has been a good deal of activity on the ABM issue
in the F-M area in the past three weeks. A group opposing de
ployment of the Anti-Ballistic Missile System - North Dakota
Citizens Against The ABM - was formed in Fargo on March 23rd.
Since that time chapters have been formed in Valley City, Bismarck-Mandan, Dickinson, Minot, and Grand Forks. Groups are
being formed this week in Jamestown and Williston, leaving just
three cities above 3000 in population without chapters of NDCA—ABM.
NDCA-ABM has three basic objectives: to inform people in this
area and throughout North Dakota about the scientific, economic,
political, and moral obj^tions to deployment of the ABM system;
to make North Dakota's Congressional Delegation responsive to their
constitutents; and to make the nation aware of the opposition to the
ABM system in the F—M area and in North Dakota.
Town meetings on the ABM issue are being arranged in all major
cities in the state. The Congressional Delegation and scientists
with a background in weapons development or nuclear physics will
be invited to participate. The first Town Meeting was held in Fargo
on April 10th. Two nuclear high evergy physicists from the Univer
sity of Minnesota spoke on the technological problems of the ABM.
Fargo has been approximately half covered by a door to door
leaflet campaign and plans call for leafleting Moorhead shortly.
NDCA-ABM will also assist Concordia and Moorhead State in
holding teach-ins on the ABM.
There will be a state-wide meeting on NDCA-ABM in Fargo on
Sunday, April 27th, featuring a prominent political speaker and a
scientist from Argonne National Laboratory in Chicago. An ex
ecutive committee and state officers will be chosen.
Any student or faculty member interested in participating in
^ planned programs of NDCA-ABM should call 237-3676.

\0

-Ken Stevenson

Area fraternities and sororities met at NDSU last Saturday in
what may have been the first running of an annual Chariot Race for
F-M Greeks.
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Floods - from p. I
Rick Kemmer, MSC Jr., said the
river had risen about six feet
since April 10.
At other homes along Lake
Shore Drive, students from NDSU
were helping to build dikes and to
build sandbag walls.
Dale Sheirs, owner of Moor
head Construction Co., Inc., had
three weeks before built a sand
bag wall for a crest of 38 feet. Heused 7,000 bags and an estimated
350 yards of sand.
Next to the Sheirs' home, Dr.
Joseph Thorman, assistant pro
fessor of education at MSC, was
having a dike built around his
home.
All was busy, along Moorhead's Red River, 11 April,
1969.
Sunday, 13 April 1969: This
morning Dewayne Bisek, Jr. was
at Dr. Thorman's home reinfor
cing the dike with sandbags. Bi
sek said there were about 15 to
20 students helping at Thorman's
residence.
Sunday afternoon I revisited
Dr. Thorman's home. Flood wa-

by Richard Ormseth
The results of a recent "Student Opinion Questionnaire" pre
pared by Student Senator Linda Omelianchuk reveals that most
students hold traditional views on such questions as the role of a
student newspaper, birth control on campus and the proportion of
student faculty members on committees. Most of those polled, how
ever, agree that women's hours should be abolished.
To the first question: "Do you feel that the MISTIC is a fair
representation of this college as far as the relevance of their ar
ticles to the student bodies ideas and the quality of their issues?"
Eighy-six per cent of the people voting indicated that they felt
the MISTIC did not represent them, and offered a variety of com
ments, among them: "It smacks too much of communism." "The
MISTIC makes us all sound like Hippies." However, not all the
comments were against the paper: "Irrelevant question. A paper
doesn't exist to mirror view but rather to inform and cause intel
lectual stimulation. I could not stomach reading about this student
body's ideas." Another asked: "Does the student body have any
ideas?"
The second question read "are
you in favor of providing con
Quotable Quote
traceptives for all students at
cost in the health center?" The
"What is obsenity to one, in the
65 per cent of the students who laughter of genius to another."
answered no justified their votes
—D.H. Lawrence
with such comments as "college
iis not responsible for a girl
Con't. on p.8
getting pregnant." "Ridiculous
— I don't think any college should
condone
promiscuity."
and
"Let's not demoralize the
DAVE BJORNSI
school anymore than it is al
and
«
ready!" The other 35 per cent
JORLAND
had their opinions also "It would
seem a logical part of the
Health Service." "Why not?
Safety first."
To begin this happy quarter, we intend to comment briefly on a
The third question of parti few matters which touch the lives of American individuals every
cular importance now since the where, even those in the Fargo-Moorhead basin. Because of past
faculty senate is soon to consider criticism of biased reporting in this weekly, the initial portion of
the Council on Student Affairs' this offering shall contain no value judgements, but rather raw
dorm hour
proposal
asked data which shall be left for the interpretation of the reader. The
"Should all dorms hours for wo source of said data is The Economic Report of the President and
men be abolished?" The yes vote The Annual Report of the Council of Economic Advisors.
composed 60 per cent of the to
Let's examine the state of unemployment. Last year the number
tal. "Only hours for those women of individuals counted as unemployed declined by 160,000. During
over the legal age. Save our boys this same period 100,000 additional persons were added to the
from statutory rape."
armed forces. In other words, 60,000 people, or .03% of the pop
To the question "Do you feel ulation previously unemployed are today gainfully employed. Un
recruiters should be allowed on employment in December, 1968, dropped to 3.3% of the working
campus?" Eighty-five per cent force, however, approximately 12.5% of the families in the United
of the students answered yes. States still enjoy incomes of less than three thousand dollars.
A sixth question asked "Do
Personal incomes in the U.S.A. last year amounted to $680 bil
you think the student conduct lion. Out of this figure $84.4 billion was extracted in the form of
committee should be completely income taxes. In other terms, 12.3% of this figure was paid in
made up of undergraduates in- taxes. During this period the median income for families was astead of the half student and bout $8,000, this figure accounted for approximately 93% of the
half faculty ratio it now includes? population. The authors estimate conservatively the average rate
Sixty-one per cent of the students of income tax presently charged to an income of $8,000 to be in
agreed with the student who made excess of 18%. This is a bias of about 30%.
this comment: "Students are not
Let us assume for a moment that the personal income of the
fully responsible yet and need country were equally divided. ($680 billion divided by 200 million
adult experienced supervision. persons.) This would suggest that each individual (man, woman
The poll was criticized by a and child) would receive $3,430. To find ones' income for his
number of people for the lack of family multiply the number of persons in the family by $3430.
knowledge of statistics. There Of this figure 12.3% would be taken for personal income taxes.
was no attempt to show that the
The following passages may contain certain implied opinions of
students who voted really repre the authors, be so warned.
sented an accurate cross-section
To those people in the community who have been assisted by the
of the total student body. It was young sandbaggers, we offer the suggestion that some sort of
also charged that the questions recognition be extended to these valiant young people. Perhaps
were asked in such a way that erection of a statue portraying a young sandbag would be appro
it became obvious that a parti- priate.
cular answer was being sought.
As the flood waters recede, residents of the state of North
Most students, however, feel that Dakota should concern themselves with replenishment of the ec
the poll was a fairly good indi onomic loss incurred during that flood. It is our suggestion that
cation of student opinion on the residents approach their eminent Legislator, Milton Young, and
issues.
charge him with the responsibility of securing Federal projects
to replace this loss. It is suggested that the North Dakota liquor
dealers would benefit most greatly from the construction of ad
ditional underground storage facilities which could eventually be
SUPPORT YOUR
converted into reservoirs to prevent future flooding. Many such
facilities already surround the greater Grand Forks area. This
MISTIC
would of course add to our desirability as prime target areas,
but would add to the security of the more populated areas of the
country.
ADVERTISERS!!
The current efficancy of such a missile program is in consid
erable doubt since one of the authors has in his possession a pipe
lighter that burns considerably brighter than any previous missiles
Tuition - from p . 1
yet tested in North Dakota. Bearing this in mind, we feel that the
tors should take the proposed taxpayer should think long and hard before approving, through
tuition increases to student rep means of silence, the going ahead with such a system as the pro
resentative bodies, and explore posed ABM. We feel it is appropriate to quote here a short poem
the student hardships that may be by John H. Wheelock titled "EARTH."
"A planet does not explode of itself," said drily
caused.
The Martian astronomer, gazing off into the air—
When asked what students could
"That they were able to do it is proof that highly
do, President Dille suggested
Intelligent beings must have been living there."
that, if it was our sentiment,
In closing, we must say that we are grateful to the President
we send a "strong" resolution
stating that MSC would have spe of this institution for providing us, at loooooong last, with an
cial difficulties if out-of-state editor for this weekly wipe, through means of which we channel
tuition were raised too high. these messages.
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Our Feature

EDITOR'S NOTE: This feature supplement to the MISTIC was
prepared by a special staff of students along with members of the
MISTIC staff itself. The purpose of this special feature is to give
our own student body a chance to examine a problem that is right
here in our own immediate area. It is this editor's feeling that
unless we students do become aware of some of the problems that
this nation is facing, this society will perish because it refused to
correct the conditions some of its people were forced to live in.
The opinions expressed in this special supplement are not neces
sarily those of all members of the MISTIC staff, the college or the
student body.

Editorial
Hvelga! The Story
of the Grape Strike
by JOAN PRIMEAU
Huelga has become part of
the vocabulary of the sixties. It
means "strike" in Spanish, but
it also connotes a movement of
growing strength among the
farmworkers of the United States,
a movement which faces a his
tory of oppression and poverty
but whose momentum is being felt
from the halls of the U.S. Cong
ress to the grape fields of Cali
fornia.
The present average income of
farm labor is about one-fifth that
of workers in the automobile and
steel industries, even though
their work is certainly as diffi
cult and its end product indispu
tably more important to society
than that of any other group of
laborers. Why have wages been
consistently so low? One reason:
the agricultural industry has his
torically depended upon alien or
deprived groups to furnish its
work force.
In California, where agricul
ture has always been a big busi
ness, requiring a large work
force, laborers went from na
tive Indians, to Chinese in the
1850's and 1860's who had been
brought to the U.S. to build the
railroads, to Japanese after the
passage of the Chinese Exclu
sion Act. When Japanese labor
ers began forming themselves
into associations, growers looked
to Mexican peasants, many of
whom entered this country ille
gally and proved to be more
tractable and, partly because of
their illegal status, less apt to
form themselves into unions than
other alien groups.
Subsequent sources of cheap
labor have been Filipinos when
they were U.S. citizens, dispo
ssessed farmers during the
1930's, and Mexicans again when
World War n depleted the labor
force.
Organizing attempts have un
derstandably been thwarted in
the past by the constantly chang
ing make-up of the farm labor
force. When organizing became
fruitful, growers turned to new
races for their workers, and
there was always a minority
group depressed enough to ac
cept the marginal living of the
fields.
But in the past four years a
growing number of farm wor
kers have refused to accept their
own exploitation, and are orga

nizing themselves and their bro
thers into a viable labor union.
In 1965 two independent unions,
one largely Filipino, the other a
Chicago group struck over 30
growers in California's San Joa
quin Valley. They asked for a
wage increase to $1.40 an hour
from the usual $.90 of $1.20 per
hour. A relatively modest de
mand, but not a modest under
taking, by any means.
Growers in California do not
for the most part operate small
family farms. One of the strike's
prime targets,RobertDiGiorgio,
not only owns 4,600 acres of land,
but is also on the board of direc
tors of Southern Pacific Railway,
Union Oil Company, the Bank of
America, and Safeway F o o d
Stores. A man like Di Giorgjo
can let his fields lie fallow for
years without feeling undue fi
nancial pressure. And most large
growers would rather see their
crops rot than their workers or
ganize.
Farm workers face an extraadded obstacle in that they are
not covered by the National La
bor Relations Act. Therefore,
even if a majority of the wor
kers at a ranch wish to be rep
resented by a union, their em
ployer is not legally bound to
hold an election to decide which
union, if any, willrepresentthem,
as would normally be done. Farm
workers are also not covered by
the minimum wage law.
So the five or six ranches that
the farm worker's union, The
United Farm Workers Organiz
ing Committee, has organized
are victories disproportionate to
their actual financial gain. For
they are victories made over two
centuries of oppression which is
even now continuing. They are
hard fought victories, using the
only tactics at the laborers' dis-

at
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Five million
Americans
by CARL H. GRIFFIN
News Editor
Today with more than five mil
lion of them in the UnitedStates—
80 per cent in California and Te
xas—Mexican Americans are the
second largest minority group in
the United States and the largest
Spanish speaking Americans.
A great percentage of them are
migrants who make their living
moving about the country as
farmhands. Many come to the
Red River Valley to labor during
the sugar beet season.
A recent study by the National
Advisory Committee on Mexican
Education reported that millions
of Mexican Americans suffer
from poverty, discriminationand
cultural isolation.
In our own Red River Valley
one finds a number of the pro
blems cited by various govern
ment agencies—inadequate hou
sing, polluted drinking water and
grossly inadequate wages.
It is not uncommon to find a
family of ten or more living in
a poorly ventilated one-room
dwelling with no toilet facilities
and too little space to move about
freely.

Con't. on pg. 8

by RUDOLFO PALOMO
Many have probably seen the
commercial on TV: where there
is a rocking chair in an unkept
room, a rat makes his entrance
and noses around the room, and
a child's voice says, "Here kitty
kitty, here kitty kitty". Then
there is a pause, and a voice
says — "Has your child ever
mistaken a rat for a cat?"
A Migrant mother would un
derstand how it feels to have her
child make that mistake, for this
is a common everyday scene in
the houses provided for theMexi

Con't. on pg. 8

Confidentially
The wisest way to select a diamond ring is to rely on your
own good taste . . . and look for the name "Keepsake" in
the ring and on the tag.
KISMET $4OO ALSO $275 TO ISOO
WEDDING RING 62.SO

REGISTERED

Keepsake
DIAMOND RINGS

Madsen's J ewelry
621 - 1st Ave. North

Con't. on pg. 7

can-American families that hoe
beets in the Red River Valley.
My mother used to buy poison
and rat traps to get rid of the
rats. On a good night I would
hear the traps snap 5 to 10 times.
I often have thought that there
should be a bounty on rats. If
there was, I would probably be
rich by now.
Rats get into the cisterns that
provide the drinking water. It is
an easy task for them,for the cis
terns are usually made of wood,

Fargo

235-9291

Ring enlarged to show detail. Trade-Mark Reg.

Open
Monday Nights
GROWING TO SERVE YOU

'til 9 p.m.

Scarves Are a Happening!
Scarves are a Hap
pening! Do your own
thing with a scarf! It's
fashion's newest and
most interesting acces
sory. So be scarf-happy
this spring!

Ponderosa Golf Course is open!
• 9 holes

from $2.50

• 34 par
• Grass greens.
Enter at Buffalo River State Park
4 miles east of Glyndon.
Ponderosa Golf Glyndon, Minnesota

LIFE

c

atoms,

Beauty -Quality
Value

Lst4

(laxd and CJift dbfiofi
NORTHPORT SHOPPING CENTER
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA

Neckwear
and
Accessories
Street Floor
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El Chicano: left Behind Anglo Schools

Con't from pg. 6

posal: boycotts, picketing, and
moral pressure.
And their struggle is still far
from over. A handful of ranches
by ABNER ARAUZA
in California have been orgaAll the little kids with whom
ni"Qd — hundreds remain in that Juanito Rodriguez plays are also
alone. A nationwide boycott Mexican-American and, of
of grapes has been waged for al course, they speak Spanish all
most two years to bring pressure the time. They are all trying to
to bear on one employer, Guim- learn English from the older
marra and Sons.
members of the family but they
And they keep struggling, not never use w hat little English they
only the Cesar Chavez, or Delo- know, except when they are play
res Huertas, but also the forty- ing "grown-up" games. Then, the
five year old Chicano who looks kid playing the role of the anglo,
sixty-five and has been working a white person who is not a
the fields since he was six. He "foreigner", uses the few phra
may not have a lotto risk by join ses that he knows in English —
ing the movement (and he does and makes up words (in Engview it as a movement), but it is lish, of course) to connect the
all he has.
phrases that he has learned.
And so is his life, pure and
simple, until school days arrive;
then Juanito comes face to face
with "the Big Man" — in other
ERICK P E L T O N I E M I
words, the anglo principal with
whom he is to enroll for school.
f o l k g u i t a r i s t w i 11
Mrs. Rodriguez does not speak
or understand English very well.
("Same as all dumb Mexicans,"
perform tonigV in
muses Mr. Riley. But the thought
that maybe Mrs. Rodriguez knows
more English than he Spanish ne
The Coffee House
ver enters his mind. Spanish is
her native language, English is

[M

Beecham
Berry
Brain
Callas
Cluytens
Davis
De los Angeles
Dorati
Fischer-Dieskau
Flagstad
Furtwangler
Gedda
Gieseking
Gigli
Giulini

Horowitz
Kipnis
Lehmann
Lipatti
Ludwig
Moore
Rothenberger
Sargent
Schuricht
Schwarzkopf
Serafin
Stokowski
Tauber
Toscanini
Wunderlich

his.) So, Mr. Riley decides to talk
to Juanito instead:
"What is your name, sonny?"
Nervous and scared, Juanito is
thinking: What is your name....
Que es tu nombre. Mi nombre es
Juanito Rodriguez....My name is
Johnny Rodriguez. Then, only
after stumbling through the un
accustomed process of translation, Juanito says, "My name is
Johnny Rodriguez."
"A little slow," speculates
principal Riley.
By now Juanito is mentally
leafing through the stories he
has heard of this man: "....He
gave Roberto ten licks with a
HUGE paddle for carving a desk
top..."
"Sir?" the child surfaces from
his thoughts.
"1 asked, how old are you?"
Translate. Think. Translate.
"I'm seven years old."
"
and he gave Pedro 10 licks
because he kicked his teacher
when she called him a stupid,
filthy-minded MEXICAN a n d
slapped him because Pedro said
fuck instead of fog —even though
nobody knew what fuck meant, ex-

j
Angels of the highest order

For a limited time only, the most
distinguished recordings in the highly
praised Seraphim low-priced
classical catalog are available at our
remarkable savings. Beautiful new stereo productions
are complemented by recording history's legendary
giants. There are thirty-four titles from which to
select... Each one a masterpiece in performance and
recording ... Each one is highly recommended as a
command performance for your classical library.

^ Stereo Performances
• SIB-6025 MOZART: ABDUCTION FROM
THE SERAGLIO (Rothenberger,
Gedda)

• SIC-6031 PONCHIELLI: LA GIOCONDA (Callas)
• S-60000
• S-60014
• S-60023
• S-60026
• S-600 3 7
• S-60041
• S-60043
• S-60045
• S-600i7
• S-60050
• S-60057
• S-60069
n S-60071

• S-600"9
Jh S-600S0

"THE INIMITABLE SIR THOMAS"
(Beecham)
VERDI ARIAS (Fischer-Dieskau)
TCHAIKOVSKY: 1S12 OVERTURE,
MARCHE SLAVE, ETC. ( Sargent)
MAHLER: SONGS OF WAYFARER;
KINDERTOTENLIEDER (Ludwig)
MOZART: NINE OPERA
OVERTURES (Davis)
R. STRAUSS: EIN HF.LDENLEBEN
(Beecham)
FRITZ WUNDERLICH/LYRIC
TENOR (Arias and Songs)
DVORAK: "NEW WORLD"
SYMPHONY (Giulini)
BRUCKNER: SYMPHONY No. 9
(Schuricht)
THE COMIC MOZART (Koth, Prey,
Berry)
A MOZART EVENING (Davis)
BEETHOVEN: CONCERTO NO. 5
("EMPEROR" ) (Gieseking i
ROBERTO GERHARD:
SYMPHONY No. 1; "DON QUIXOTE
DANCES (Dorati)
BEETHOVEN . SYMPHONY No. 9
("CHORAL") (Cluytens)
SCI IOENBERG: TRANSFIGURED
N1GHT/LOEFFLER: PAGAN POEM
(Stokowski)

Legendary Performances
• IB-6000
• IB-6009
• IG-6015
• IB-602 i
• IB-6052
• 60003
• 6000"
• 6001 3

• 60036
• 60040
• 60044
• 6005 1
• 6005 i
• 60060
• 60061

• 60(U6
• 60082

PUCCINI: LA BOHEME (De los
Angeles, Bjoerling)
LEONCAVALLO: I PAGLIACCI (Gigli)
BEETHOVEN: SYMPHONIES Nos. 1, 4
& 6; OVERTURES (Toscanini)
A WAGNER CONCERT
(Furtwangler)
DONIZETTI: LUCIA DI
LAMMERMOOR (Callas)
WAGNER: GOTTERDAMMERUNG
—SCENES (Flagstad, Furtwangler.)
CHOPIN : PIANO CONCERTO No. 1
{ Lipatti)
MOZART: EXSl'LTATE JUBILATE:
BACH: JAUCHZET GOTT
(Schwarzkopf)
CANTI SACRI (Sacred Songs)
(Gigli'
THE ART OF DENNIS BRAIN.
VOL. 1 (Brain, horn i
THE ART OF GERALD MOORE
(Hotter, Schwarzkopf, etc.: Moore)
VIENNA. CITY OF MY DREAMS
(Tauber >.
THE ART OF BENT AMINO GIGLI
(opera and classical arias)
OPERA ARIAS ( Lehmann i
RACHMANINOFF: CONCERTO
No. 3 HAYDN : SONATA No. =0
(1 iorowitz i
THE ART OF ALEXANDER
KIPNIS (Arias and songs)
WAGNER SCENES (Flagstad,
Svanhoim i

All SERAPHIM recordings are faultlessly manuf .ictured throuuh the facilities of Anuel Records.

cept for the teacher herself."
"Uh?....Sir?" Juanito lets go
of his thought, and, now a little
more frightened, returns his at
tention to the principal.
"I asked, have you attended
school anywhere, previously?"
Juanito stares, not knowing
for sure what he means, exactly.
"Mentally slow," concludes
Mr. Riley. "I'll have to place him
in a slow class." (With the other
Mexican-American kids, in other
words.)
Since Juanito is with all his
other friends , he is in no hurry
to learn English. Why should he,
when nobody else in his class
can speak it anyway? Well, ex
cept for May 1 go to the "be
'scused" (which in people talk
means "May I go to the restroom?" and "May I be excused?"
all rolled into one) and some other
such phrases that are necessary
for survival.
Somewhere along his fling
through elementary school, Jua
nito became an excellent speller
and arithmetician. He got inte
rested in science, and did very
well — too bad he didn't do as
well in English. He was still a
little defective in English, which
is why he remained in the "slow
learners" class.
By now Juanito has noticed
that the Mexican kids are kept
in the playground that has no
swing, slides, merry-go-rounds,
basketball hoops, or grass —
they do have plenty of rocks in
their Softball diamond, though.
From personal observations and
comments made by his friends,
he has noticed several other such
differences. For example, the
kids in the school at the other
side of town don't sneak over to
the "other" playground with the
anglo-swinging swings a n d
anglo-sliding slides — mainly
because there is no anglo side in
that school (since it is an allMexican school) and because
there are no slides, or swings,
or merry-go-rounds, or any
thing else.
Thus begins the estrangement
of the Mexican and the anglo kids.
For his last year of elementary
school, Juanito is sent to the allMexican school because his pa
rents have come back from their
migration up north after school
started, and any vacancies in the
"integrated" school have to be.

kept open in case any anglo kids
get back from their summer
vacation at the lake late,or some
other such emergencies. Juanito
likes this because it is a lot of
fun being with all his friends,
but at the same time it tends to
irk him because the quality of
the education here is not as good
as in the other school. Thus,
classes lose a bit of their chal
lenge, or their fun. This is sort
of mickey mouse. This feels like
a demotion. Sure, as in the other
school, he is still among the
smartest ones in his class, but
it is too easy here.
"The Mexican can't compete
with the anglo and s t a n d a
chance," quipped Mr. Principal
once. This hurts the ego.
One day, while thinking about
this, Juanito meets Joe White.
And, as children tease other children, Joe taunts Juanito about
his being "demoted." Juanito's
temper rises and he pounds on
Joe W hite.
Now the seed of hate is planted
and with the cultivation of re
proaches from mama and teacher
(she found out about the fight
through Joe's mother) the plant
grows verdantly — or should I
say scarlet, for hate. The plant
of personal hate gives bloom to
the flower of collective hate, ra
cial hate. Now not only does Jua
nito abhor Joe W hite but also what
he represents — the ninety-five
per cent anglo school from which
he was demoted.

Greeks Chariot Race
Area fraternities and sorori
ties met at NDSU last Saturday
in what may have been the first
running of an annual Chariot Race
for F-M Greeks. The whole event
was just as the name implies.
Each team, a fraternity paired
with a sorority, built a chariot.
Four men from the fraternity
then pulled their chariot carry
ing one of their sorority team
mates over a quarter-mile
course made up of the streets at
NDSU.
The Chariot Race, invented to
get the many Greeks from the
three colleges together, was held
in conjunction w ith a dance after
wards. The Mahndaminds from
Concordia placed first and Tau
Kappa Epsilon finished third —
the best results from Moor head
State.

You keep flunking
your best subject?

Think it over, over coffee.
TheThink Drink.

THE BOOKSTORE
FO' yourown Think OnnW Mug, send 75C andyour n me and addressto:
Th.nk DRTIH MUR. Dept

N. P O Box 5 5 9 . New Yor

N.Y. 10046.The International Coffee Organization
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Los Chicanos - from p.6

Floods - from p.5

While many of these conditions
have been pointed out by var
ious authorities, there are still
many people who are not fully
aware of these problems. It may
be pointed out however, that these
conditions exist not only in the
southwest, but also right here
in our own Red River Valley.
M c »x.

Americans

from p.6
and the boards very often come
off. Some migrants complain to
the farmers about the cisterns
and the response is usually the
same, "It's good water, we haul
it from the same place we haul
our own". The water may be ap=
proved but it would never pass a
health Sanitation Test after it has
been in a cistern.
North Dakota and Minnesota
have mosquitos and they always
find a hole in a screen window or
door to get in. In the labor camps
they don't sneak in, they swarm
in. Farmers say, "The Mexi
This house had two beds: one
cans are destructive; that is
why the screens have holes in for mother and father and the
them." The truth is that the other for the eight children.
houses are vandalized during the
winter when no Mexican farm
workers are here in the Valley.
Y r • sigi;
Even the destruction is invol
untary. Hell, anybody that stre
tches into one of those houses can
easily poke a hole in any window
or screen. Migrant workers are
even criticized because of unkept houses. Can anybody keep
a 12' by 12' shack occupied by 5
or 6 persons clean?
There were people concerned
about the deer dying because of
the severe winter. But I have yet
to see good legislation from both
states to cover Migrant housing.
It's funny that while they are
concerned about the lives of ani
mals, there is not enough con
cern for the living conditions of
my people.
North Dakota may be con
cerned. They have a Governor's
commission on Migratory Labor
but they seem to hibernate year
round. Minnesota is also con
cerned for it has an antiquated
housing code that isn't even en
"Even the destruction is invol
forced. Even if it was enforced untary. Can anybody keep a 12'
it wouldn't change conditions of x 12' shack occupied by five or
the people much.
six persons."

ters had come up to all dikes
along River Shore Drive, and
they were now to within three
feet of the dikes top. Students
were busy helping to reinforce
the sandbag wall atSheir's home.
At Dr. Thorman's home, I
talked with Mrs. Bietz — Mrs.
Thorman's mother — who was
visiting her daughter's home to
assist. She said "It's just won
derful that people are willing to
help out."
"It is not uncommon to find
Mrs. Jean Perkins, another
a family of ten or more living visitor at the Thorman resi
in a one-room dwelling with
dence, said "The colleges have
no toilet facilities..."
been well represented here to
day. I think these students help
ing should get as much publicity
as those who march. This (re
ferring to the volunteer stu
dents) restores your faith in
human nature when people are
down and out and others come
to help."
As a radio blares easy-lis
tening music, I noticed a sumppump was working about every
20 seconds at the Bob Farris
residence.
Next, I revisited the Roel ad
dition. C.D. "Kit" Kittelson let
the water come into his base
ment. After trying to use plas
tic, he felt the walls would cave
in and he let the water come in.
He had about five feet of water
in his basement.
At the Roger Carpenter home
I notice the plastic sheeting was
up and holding, despite minor
seepage.
Back at the Ernest Sayler re
sidence, water covered about two
feet of sandbags. He had sump
pumps on standby and there was
"Rats get into cisterns that minor seepage. A five-foot stake
provide drinking water."
put about about 40 feet out at 10
a.m. the day before was covered
with water.

HUNGRY

Better
put an
ArtCarved
on her
finger.

HINK SPRING

gifts
cheery things

N DOWNTOWN FARGO?

Head for Perkins!
•

6:30 a.m.-8 p.m., Weekdays
6:30 a.m.-2 p.m., Weekends
•
Sample Our
Tremendously Varied Menu

Your Hosts—
Jiggs and Gracie Clark

209 Broadway — Fargo

3
4-

^Next week's Mistic ^
features a special

* report on the CIA *
* activities in Latin *
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t

America J

Complete Supplies
for arts & crafts
NORTHERN SCHOOL
SUPPLY CO.
NP Avenue at 8th Street
Tel. 232-4443 —

Fargo

If that
special
young lady
keeps creeping
into your
thoughts every
hour of the
^ day and night, you'd
better do something about
it. And if you're finding it
difficult to find the right
words, why not just walk her
into our store and lead
her to our ArtCarved
diamond ring counter. You
won't have to say a word.
She'll probably be
speechless, too, when she
sees our breathtaking
collection of ArtCarved
diamond rings.
Each is backed
by a heritage
of quality and
craftsmanship
dating back to 1850.
Car ved^

BLACK

PANCAKE HOUSE

•T
*

Can't keep her off your mind?

MSCSA Con't fr. p. 4
These are only a few of the re
commendations in a very compact
form.
The Minnesota State College
Student Association brought these
recommendations to the State
College Board the next day, Mon
day, Jan. 20. They listened to us
present our ideas and set up a
committee headed by Dr. Wagner
to coordinate the actions of our
group with their group.

The Moorhead Country Club
was surrounded by water. The
road was closed. That evening,
April 14, I heard the dike had
given way.
At the Center Avenue bridge
water had overflowed on the
Fargo side. Pump house and sand
bags were still holding, but t'
water was only about three few
from the top.
While driving around through
out the flooded areas, I noticed
Moorhead Police and Clay County
Sheriff's Deputies were stationed
at access roads, letting in only
authorized personnel.
As of this writing, April 14,
the river has started to sub
side. Many homes have been
flooded, others have been saved.

DIAMOND

IHNT^i-Lil-LXOIFLS

OTTFD SOUTH EIGHTH STREET

FARGO

N G S

rlinson s
Jtwtlrrt

A Silvfrmilhi Sine* 1911

Fourth Street ot Center Avenue
MOORHEAD. MINNESOTA

r

USE YOUR BANK AMERCACHARGE PLAN
*uihon?«t) /Xj-tCur^'Cft Je-d*'
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International Week to beheld here
The International Students
Association of Moor head State
College, in coordination with the
Student Union P r o g r a m m i n g
Board, will sponsor an "International Week" April 21-24 at the
Comstock Memorial Union.
The purpose behind this event
is to bridge the lack of communication between the foreign stu
dents, the college, and the com
munity. The foreign students want
people to not only learn about
their countries and cultures, but
also to meet and get to know the
people in them.
At least 17 countries will be
represented from various parts
of the world. It will indeed be an
international week. Included are
such places as Thailand, Korea,

Jordan, Kenya, and India. These
countries are always in the news;
now people have an opportunity to
meet individuals who come from
these areas.
Each day foreign students will
have exhibitions about their
various countries in the ball
room. Brief histories, along
with national costumes, litera
ture, stamps, and coins will be
on display. The public is invited
to roam around and view what
interests them. Films will also
be shown each afternoon in the
CMU lounge.
Highlight of the daytime acti
vities takes place Wednesday
morning at 10:00 in the ballroom.

Madsen's Jeu/elrq
621 - 1st. Ave. North

Fargo

235-9291

A group of foreign students will
hold a panel discussion. They
will tell about their experiences
at Moorhead State and in the
F-M area. Spectators will be
welcome to ask questions.
Evening activities begin on
Monday night, April 21, in the
CMU ballroom. Carl Griffin and
Gregory Reed will speak on the
Third World and Afro-American
relations to it. Following, Dr.
Eugene Phillips will discuss the
economic problems of Latin
America.
The following night, Dr. Lyle
Meyer, associate professor in the
history department, will speak on
Africa. Cultural, economic, and
historical development of the
area will be emphasized. Miss
Becky Cumberland, MSC fresh
man from Backus, Minn., will
make a presentation of the Ame
rican Indian and his life in the
United States.
Wednesday evening, Mr. T.
Hayashi, Consulate General at
the Japanese embassy in Winni
peg, will speak. He will deal with
the cultural and economic back
ground of Japan, as well as its
relationship to the United States.
Finally, a talent show will be
held on Friday night in the Psychedelecatessen H to conclude
the International Week. The showis open to all who wish to partici
pate, starting at 9:00.
The International Students
Association cordially extends an
invitation to the community to at
tend. Anyone interested in par
ticipating or helping in any way
with this project should contact
Ron Monseque at 233-7389 or Jitendra Patel at 236-2232.
RICH VIKTORA
\HT REBERG
BEX HERMAXSOX

F-M BARBERSHOP
16 - 4th St. South,
Moorhead — 233-5101
Appointment if desired weekdays

Regional T.V. Complete
by MAUREEN MURPHY
As of January of this year a
new service became available to
the classrooms of MSC and other
institutions of learning in nor
thern Minnesota. This new ser
vice is the Regional T.V. Pro
ductions Center.
A short history of the Pro
duction Center conception re
veals that it was established by
the Minnesota State Legislature
to help solve some of the prob
lems of overcrowding classrooms
and the shortage of instructors.
The legislature placed the Pro
duction Center under the juris
diction of the Minnesota State
Coordinating Commission for
Higher Education. Construction
of the center began in July of 1968
and was completed early t h i s
year.
These new services, which the
Regional T.V. Productions Cen
ter gives, moves MSC into the
modern educational system. The
center provides video tapes of
lessons, and teachers lectures or

Fargo-Moorhead's
Complete Cleaners

TOK€

Perfect symbol
of the love you share

Shirt Laundry
'

„
,
Drycleamng

III 8th St, S. - Moorhead

llii

Being with each other, doing things together ... know
ing that your affection is growing into precious and
enduring love. Happily, all these cherished moments
will be forever symbolized by your diamond engagement
ring. If the name, Keepsake, is in the ring and on the tag„
you are assured of fine quality and lasting satisfaction.
The engagement diamond is flawless, of superb color,
and precise modern cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler will
assist you in making your selection ... He's in the yellow
pages under "Jewelers." Rings from $100 to $10,000.
Illustrations enlarged to show detail.®Trade-mark reg.
A. H. Pond Co.. Inc., Est. 1892.

COIN LAUNDRY

r FARGO

K-MART PLAZA
Dai I 232-4466

whatever might seem relevant to
that particular class. Since the
center has no broadcasting trans
mitter, tapes and tape machines
must be sent to the specific
class where they are tobe viewed.
Other uses for video tapes in
the center includes: classroom
demonstrations, such as in che
mistry or biology labs; inter
views with important persons
such as Dick Gregory; and other
areas of self-evaluation.
An example of self-evaluation
was done recently by the coun
seling department. In this sur
vey students were taped coun
seling other students and then
they viewed the counseling ses
sion and gave critiques on them
selves.
The center itself, which cost
$105,000, is filled with many
sophisticated instruments. These
instruments include extensive
lighting and sound equipment sys
tems. Mr. Brunsvold, head of the
production center, and members
of the Audio-Visual Department
run the equipment in the center.
Mr. Brunsvold is hoping to have
more students participate in the
center's activities. He feels this
participation will give the student
valuable experience in videotap
ing andin modern classroom edu
cation. He is also anticipating
the establishment of a campuswide system of distribution which
would startbroadcastingfromthe
center rather than having tapes
brought to the individual rooms.
With the new T.V. Production
Center, Moorhead State College
has taken a big step into modern
eucation.

clC/~o-6c£>

D R U G C O . J NC
720 CENTER

AVE.

CMU Presents
NORMAN MAILER'S

REGISTERED

Keepsake
DIAMOND RINGS

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING j

Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage- j
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for *
I only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

I

| NameAddress.

It's big.
But it doesn't eat much.
It gets about 23 miles ori a gallon of
regular gas.
Takes oil by the pint. Not the quart.
Needs no anti-freeze. (There's no
radiator.)
And since our Station Wagon is only
15" longer than our bug, it doesn't eat
up much parking space either.

City
State

I
I

JZip.

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201

Wimmer's
Jewelry
232-2008

6I0 - Main

Fargo

Brooks Jewelry
HOLIDAY MALL

I
J

"A series of terrifying and
funny confrontations with
wife-murderers, gamblers,
perverts, prostitutes, pimps
and innocents played by a
rare assortment of profes
sionals including Rip Torn and
Beverly Bentley and amateurs
like George Plimpton."
-Vincent Canby, N Y TIMES

Aliens SlutohaujB. lint.

Dial 233-3I90

V " : K S W A \ N o. M E R C E D E S - B E N Z S A L E S 6 S E R V I C E
3403 WEST MAIN - BOX 829
rARG0, NORTH DAKOTA
58102

Moorhead, Minn.

Phone 235-nT.ns
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Cultural Center Active
by GREG REED
Many believe there is an air of
mystery around Project E-quality's Cultural Exchange Center.
Well, let us now clear the air by
answering a few of the what's,
why's, where's, and when's.
The Cultural Exchange Center
is located in the basementof Pro
ject Test at 722 16th St. S. That
basement had undergone a very
remarkable change. The once
dirty, concrete floor, junk-laden
basement now bears resemblance
to an office/recreation center.
Thanks to certain community
proprietors and work study stu
dents, the center now has a bath
room, painted walls and fluores
cent lights. A group of Project
E-Quality students, using nails
as cutting tools, laid the tile and
decorated the interior.
The center has two main pur
poses: (1) to actas anintellectual
and social center for the Black,
Chicano, and Indian students in

Institute To Hold
Series In Comstock
The Institute on National and
International Understanding will
hold a series of talks on Friday,
April 18, in the Com stock Memo
rial Union. Speaking on the theme
of universal understanding will be
representatives of 21 foreign
countries and two American eth
nic groups.
Included in the listof lecturers
are 12 MSC students, 13 MSC faculty members, one NDSU stu
dent, and Mr. Jerry Buchanaga,
principal of the Pine PointSchool
in Ponsford, Minn. Mr. Bucha
naga, along with three MSC stu
dents, will discuss "American
Indian Expectations." The other
ethnic group representatives will
review "Black Response — Past
and Present."
The program is sponsored
jointly by the Moorhead Rotary
Club and Moorhead State Col
lege, and willbe dividedinto three
sessions: two in the morning and
one in the afternoon.
Dr. Vincent Dipasquale, chair
man of the Youth Activities com
mittee of the Moorhead Rotary
Clu b and a professor at MSC,
explained that the purpose of the
institute is to build understand
ing at home and overseas.
"We have a lot to learn from
these people," he said, "name
ly, the really basic values of
humanity. The work of the in
stitute is just a ripple, but hope
fully, it can lead to really sig
nificant progress."

"Pessimism belongs uniquely
to those with the ability to articu
late."
—Joseph Conrad
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the F-M area, and (2) to further
the cause of human relations.
In order to accomplish the
above purposes, the center has
established a library on mino
rity culture and literature. This
library is for the use of all per
sons who wish to research within
the center.
A non-profit bookstore has also
been established within the cen
ter. It deals exclusively with mi
nority literature. One of the main
reasons the bookstore was estab
lished was to keep the programs
in the center fromdrawingfinancial resources out of the Project
E-Quality Scholarship Fund. All
books are sold at a five per cent
discount. Presently the commu
nity education ideas, "Primer
for Honkies," a Free Univer
sity course, is being held in the
center. Also, a Humanities Semi
nar class is using the center faci
lities. Last, a speakers program
has been formed through the cen
ter, to handle the demand of
Black students to speak to orga
nizations on Black Power and the
Black experience in America. All
proceeds go to the center's lib
rary and bookstore.
Future plans of the center are
to provide resource material,
suggestions, and speakers for
area high schools and organiza
tions. The major holdup for future
and present programs has been,
to quote Jerry Guy, the center's
director, "lack of proper equip
ment." "Anyone having know
ledge of where a typewriter and
a mimeograph machine, in good
working order, can be obtained,
please contact the center," says
Jerry.
The center will be open Mon
day through Friday, 7-10 p.m.
The phone is 236-3742. Of course,
any contribution to the Cultural
Exchange Center will be appreciated and well utilized.
Convi vio
Con ' t . f r o m p g . I
grity as some of my former tea
chers are evidently able to do."
Moos and Callender, by now
disheartened and embittered, de
cided to go ahead with the pub
lication of CONVIVIO, removing
the two offending stories and pub
lishing a statement to the effect
that the magazine had been cen
sored.
"But since we feel it is one
of the best issues of the magazine
ever produced on this campus,"
they wrote, "we wish to print
the remainder of the work with
this note attached. . .From our
position, this expurgated issue
will be the last CONVIVIO. We
want nothing further to do with the
magazine."
A MISTIC reporter interviewed
Dr. Bernard Heringman, CONVI
VIO' s advisor, at his home early
this week. Dr. Heringman, recu
perating from injuries sustained

in a recent accident, spoke of the
costs of censorship.
"Even if there is a reduction
in appropriations from the state
legislature — which I doubt, by
the way — there are other costs
to consider: the morale of stu
dents and faculty, for one, and the
loss of academic integrity for
another.
"I'm troubled that most of my
colleagues could not weigh the re
lative weight of the costs as I
do."
Asked about the future of CON
VIVIO, Heringman simply shook
his head. "I don't see how it can
survive as a healthy magazine
next year."
Allan Hanna, another instruc
tor in the English department,
does not believe that CONVIVIO
was "censored." "The rights of
the editor are loudly insisted
upon, and the rights of the pub
lisher to decide what he willpub
lish are ignored.
"Censorship is interference
of the government and the out
side community with an inde
pendent publication. CONVIVIO,
as an organ of the college, is
not an independent publication."
Hanna suggests that the danger
of punitive actions, such as the
cutting off of college appropria
tions, is too great to be ignored.
"And in such an event," he
maintains,
"students will be
more directly harmed than fa
culty."
Larry Peterson sees the prob
lem in part as one of "politi
cal suppression," with some of
the objections to his story in
spired by distaste for its leftist
attack on certain features of
American life.
"CONVIVIO as an institution
is not worth that much of a fight,"
he feels. "An independent lite
rary magazine divorced from
pressures from the college is
needed.
"CONVIVIO for the next se
veral years will be a creature
of the English department, full
of stuffy faculty essays — if it
exists at all."
William Wool wine, English in
structor and defender of CONVI
VIO, puts it more succinctly.
"I think the magazine is dead
now. In the future no one on this
campus will be able to express
himself quite so freely."

/int Sitaut Reviewed
by TOM McCONN
The child's body lies mutila
ted on the ground where two birds
wander.
Goyaesque creatures dance
naked in the background of an insepid meadow.
Another creature hides its face
with its hands and in repose,
laughs.
There are people through this
obscurity huddled close together
in a dark corner and their ex
pressions are diseased with fear.
There are descriptions of a few
of the many etchings and drawings
of Keith Achepohl, currently on
"The worlds revolve like an
cient women gathering fuel in va
cant lots."
—T.S. Eliot
"Life is the ability to create
one's own hell."
—Mark Johnson

DIAMOND RINGS
INSURED &
REGISTERED

display at the Center for the Arts
Gallery. Achepohl, an artist of the
University of Iowa Group, bestknown for their work in prints,
employs themes of loneliness,
fear, and cruelty.
His drawings not only pene
trate the shadows of humanitybut
dig deeper to discover and
visually display the darkest re
gions of the human mind. Even
with their grotesque, bizarre,
and frequently surrealistic qua
lities. Achepohls works expose a
haunting reality and capture the
tone of a cruel and fearful age:
Stop in at the C.A. and look in
the mirror.

Uoan...1tli5 is
Kind of personal
but do you use
Tampax tampons?"
Wouldn't use
anything else...
they're convenient,
easier tv use,
comfortable,and
ihey don't shouJ...'
*1guess ffaafsu/hy
you can u>ear
all ttiose-fantastic
clothes all-the time.
Wish J could."

BUDGET TERMS

NEUBARTH'S
The City Hall Is Just Across
The Street"
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^uctyct
Otct Sfcxivtfy ^evei
by LEO R. LANCTOT
Spring fever is the thing and the thing is spring fever which
causes a slight melodramatic tremor in most species of man,
mammals and insects.
This mysterious phenomenon explodes
in the latter part of March, depending upon the locale, and doesn't
seem to debark until the hot winds of late June and early July
proclaim the advent of summer.
Spring fever's basic cause seems to stem from the end of a
prolonged couped-up feeling which winter has wrought upon shivering
inhabitants. For spring is a time of rebirth. The trees are budding,
the grass, once again is assuming its more cheerful bright green
color. One finds it refreshing to walk outdoors in the country and
see the birds building their nests, the cattle grazing, and the
farmers sowing their crops. Life is in its beginning once more,
and one enjoys being outside to enjoy that life. To lie in the Sun
and feel it's warm penetrating rays refreshing both body and
spirit.
Yet, some areas have no snowy winters. In these locations
spring brings the urge to prepare for the hot months ahead and to
relish the few remaining, relatively warm days. However, in
cooler climates spring generates the need to reopen one's acquain
tance with the earth and with life itself.
In some people there arises an obsession to participate or to
be active in some form of outdoor sports. In others a lazy aftermon of fishing is more appropriate. In still others, young people
^P>ecially, thoughts turn to that girl or boy, and dating acquires a
more significant aspect.
In school the world over, it's, "Let's cut classes today. It's too
nice to be indoors listening to that instructor mean and drone."
"Hey! Let's ask old beetlebrain to hold class outside today?"
"Why study? There's a keg party over at what's-his-name's
place tonight."
"I'm gonna find me a nice spot in the sun, put down a blanket and
sleep."
"Ahhh!...That exhilarating sensation of traveling in the open
wind on my....motorcycle."
Wake up one morning and "This place looks like the city dump!
Time to clean up a bit. Let's see...cleaner, mops, brooms, rags
and hot water." Rub-adub-dub.
Ahh...Finished at last. Now I
can live in this place once more," or "Geee..my car looks brand
new again."
Oh, well, that's spring fever for you. What's this about a CURE
FOR SPRING FEVER! Wellll...errr...hummm...let's see. One
short, very short statement and then to get outside.
From what I know, the only cure for spring fever is to ENJOY
IT; accept its moods and let it pass.

value for this campus. After de
bate had ended the proposed budget cuts in the Athletic Depart
ment were approved.
The debate on the Music De
partment was centered on the
Concert Choir budget. The rea
son for so much debate on the
choir budget was that a large
amount of the money allocated
to the department would go for
its European tour. Senator Bruce
Ferden stated that the Concert
Choir was essential in promot
ing Moorhead State College good
will outside the Fargo-Moorhead
area. Arguments against this
were that it was not beneficial
to the college, and only a fewstudents would be able to par
ticipate. An amendment was then
introduced to add $1,200 to the
first allocation of $2,225. This
amendment was accepted. The
amended motion passed the Stu
dent Senate. In the Music Department, allocations were di°
vided into specific projects. Some
of these allocations were: music,
$270; band, $4,500; V a r s i t y
Choir, $1,200; Concert Choir,
$3,425; Women's Choir, $550;
Orhcestra, $5,000;opera,$5,500;
Stage Band, $2,200; and sonics,
$800. There was minor debate on
the orchestra because of the re
quest for new formal attire.
When the MISTIC budget was
brought up, Senator Paul Meyers
objected to the budget which the
MISTIC was getting because of
the content of later issues of the
MISTIC. He stated that he was
not opposed to the ideas of the
MISTIC, but that the contents of
the March 7 issue of last quar
ter contained material that was
"irrelevant to the student body."
The MISTIC budget, which was a
net total of $12,500, was a slight
increase over the previous year.
The total allocation for the MISTIC this year was $20,000.
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The NOGARD, which originally
had been allocated a net $6,400,
was amended by the Senate to no
allocation at all. This will cause
NOGARD to discontinue publication.
The CONVIVIO budget, which is
$1,000, received some debate be
cause of the recent decision by
Dr. Glasrud to discontinue publication because of obscene language found in some of the re
cent contributions. An amend
ment was introduced to stop all
future allocations of money to the
CONVIVIO budget because a num
ber of Student Senators thought
that the censorship of this year's
issues justified stoppage of sup
port. This amendment was de
feated and the entire motion was
passed.
The Student Union budget witha
total allocation of $32,000 and a
net allocation of $28,000, passed
through with verylittle argument.
The dramatics department
project with a total allocation of
$14,500, and a net allocation of
$7,000, received minimal debate.
Senator Paul Meyers requested
through an amendment an addi
tional $1,000. His reasons for this
increase were higher prices in
lumber and in costumes. The
amendment was defeated, but the
motion passed.
The KMSC budget, which was
$4,500, was debated by mem
bers of the KMSC staff who
thought that if KMSC were to
maintain operation on this cam
pus that they would have to have
considerable increase in their
budget. The motion passed with
out any additional increase in the
KMSC budget.
Other allocations passed: Con
vocation, $3,200; Art, $3,000; Se
ries for Performing Arts. $1,000;
Photo displays, $100; Health
Service, $19,500; Debate,$5,500;
Dean's Fund, $200; Foreign Film
Series, $1,000; General Expense,
$2,500; Student Senate, $4,256;

Refund Account, $2,000; Fresh
man Class, $100;
Other business included the
resignation of Senator Dave
Brawthen, who is now editor of
the MISTIC. In his last state
ment to the Senate, Mr. Braw
then stated that the Senate should
be given more power than they
have at the present time. Braw
then quoted Dr. Murray's article
in the FACULTY-STAFF NEWS
LETTER which stated,^ "It is
impossible for the Student Se
nate to identify with a system
like this - the Student Senate
does not even belong to the sys
tem." Senator Brawthen stated
that students should not leave this
college with an inferiority fee
ling because of the lack of power
the students have on the Moor
head Campus. He felt the college
should be able to cope with de
mocracy in an open manner.
A vote of confidence was given
to Mr. Brawthens appeal to the
State College Board on his re
jected appointment to the Student
Conduct Committee. The meet
ing was adjourned at 1:10 a.m.
when all business had been com
pleted.

No Vote
CHEYENNE, Wyo. (LNS)— If
19 year olds get the vote in Wyo
ming, the Senate wants them
shorn.
The W yoming Senate amended
a proposed constitutional amend
ment giving 19 year olds the right
to vote by tacking on a pro
vision that 19 and 20 year old
boys must have haircuts that
"confrom to military stan
dards."
"W hen you accept the respon
sibility of a citizen, you should
look like a citizen," commented
senator J.W. Myers of Evanston, Wyo.

College Samplers Available
Special College Samplers containing full-size products of national ly-known

Et Cetera Shop
is pleased to announce the sale of a Special College
Sampler Pac of Toiletries at a fraction of its retail value!
The manufacturers and the

Et Cetera

in cooperation with the Guest Pac Corporation,
Mount Vernon, New York offer this Special Pac
to familiarize you with these fine products.
There isa Male and a Female Pac, eachworth
approximately $8.00. The principal items in
each Pac...

„J70IX1ACG

merchandise are available here, according to Sam Durham, manager of The Et
Cetera Shop.
Called College Sampler, each contains merchandise worth more than $8.00
and is priced at only $2.50.
Contents of the men's College Sampler will include Gillette Foamy, Sea &

Gillette Techmatic Razor
and Razor Band
Foamy Shaving Cream

Ski suntan lotion, Scripto Wordpicker pen, MacLeans toothpaste, Gillette

Manpower Aerosol Deodorant
Adorn Hair Spray

Excedrin
Old Spice After Shave Lotion

Woolite

Scripto Word Picker Highlighter

Halo or Enden Shampoo

Macleans Toothpaste

Pamprin

Dial Soap

Excedrin

Techmatic razor, Old Spice after-shave lotion, Man - Power deoderant, and

Scripto Word Picker
Jergens Soap
Clairol Kindness

50

Excedrin.

-. MMAMMmnnmI

Women's Samplers will contain Adorn self-styling hair spray, Pamprin,
SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE
Hurry! Supply limited to about one for every five students! ONLY ONE PAC
PER STUDENT! Get your Pac today.
,

Et Cetera Shop
Moorhead State College

Jergens lotion milk soap, Woolite cold water wash, My Own hygienic towelettes, Halo Shampoo, Scripto Wordpicker pen, Clairol Kindness conditioner,
and Excedrin.
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MSC Baseball Set For Hard Season
Moorhead State College opened
its 1969 home baseball campaign
this week with a demanding
assignment — six games in five
days.
Tuesday, April 15, the Dragons
hosted Mayville State College in
an 11:00 non-conference doubleheader at Concordia College. On
Wednesday the Dragons meet the
Cobbers of Concordia in a 3:00
affair, tentatively scheduled for
Alex Nemzek Field. Results of
the games were too late for this
issue.
Today the Dragons open the
Northern Intercollegiate Confe
rence season with a 3:00 nineinning meeting with powerful St.
Cloud State College. The Dragons
and the Huskies will meet in a
Saturday doubleheader at 12:00.
The NIC series is scheduled for
Alex Nemzek Field.
Dragon coach Bill Thomas has
indicated that senior captain Duane Ramstad, Halstad; Brian
Grenell, Fergus Falls; and Mike
Berg, Wahpeton, N.D.; will pitch
the three-game NIC series.
Prime relieving candidates in-

elude Mark Untiedt, Edina; Greg doubleheader, marking their first sessions that this may be our
Eleven, St. Louis Park; and Jim victory on the Southern road trip. major problem, but I felt we hit
Dissmore, Park Rapids.
Moorhead dropped three straight well on the trip. We were espe
A tentative Dragon lineup for to Southern Illinois University cially aggressive at the plate. We
the upcoming contests looks like and three of four to WIU.
suffered a lot of strikeouts early,
this: lb - Jim Hurley, CananThomas, however, wasnotdis- but later the hits fell in. Hurley,
daigua, N.Y.; 2b-Ron Digre, Ma heartened. "We didn't expect to Berg and Chuckmuch were espe
dison; or Steve Holte, Battle meet SR on common ground — cially productive at the plate."
Lake; ss - Bob Warn, Fergus they are notonlya national power, Berg leads the Dragons in hit
Falls; 3b - Wayne Chuchmuch, but they benefit from a great deal ting, with nine hits in 22 at bats.
Ontario, Canada; of - Jim Ahl- of outdoor practice, a luxury not
"W e are also hoping for con
fors, Alexandria; Steve Nelson, permitted us in this part of the tinued defensive improvement
Wadena; Dean Yilmo, Ada; and country so early in the schedule. and a little stronger relief pit
Berg. Prime catching prospects Our first contest with Southern ching. Our starters, Berg, Gre
are Jim Wentz, Moorhead; Duane last Monday marked the first day nell and Ramstad were all effec
Skavdahl, Halstad; andTomMor- outdoors for us, and it resuited in tive."
stad, Fergus Falls.
some misjudged fly balls. Weex"Saturday's victory over Wes
The Dragons claimed their pect, however, to eliminate mis tern gave us a great mental lift.1
first victory of the seasonSatur- takes of that nature in the near am sure we will be ready for this
day, dumping Western Illinois future."
week's games, and we are looking
University 5-1 on Rams tad's
"I was pleased with our hit forward to our engagement with
three-hitter. The victory gave the ting," Thomas continued. "I had St. Cloud State. I realize they are
Dragons a split in Saturday's felt during our indoor practice a strong ballclub, but we feel we

Track Wins
With three successive indoor
track triumphs to their credit,
Moorhead State College prepares
this week for its first outdoor
competition of the year — the
Northern States' Invitational at
Aberdeen, S.D., Saturday.
Dragon coach Ron Masanz does
not expect to profit much from
the shift outdoors. "We haven't
been able to get outside to practice yet," Masanz commented,
"and we have specialized strictly
on indoor events thus far. There
are some adjustments to be made,
and it will definitely affect our
performance."
"We are still without sprin
ters, although (Terry) Harring
ton has been doing a fine job for
us. He is primarily a hurdler,
however, but he is willing to fill
in where needed."
Last weekend the Dragons
swept to a pair of indoor triumphs
at Moorhead State College, win
ning the Indoor Classic and MSCDakota Invitational. It marked the
second year for each meet, with
the Dragons two-year champions
in each instance.
Moorhead State College sprin
ter Dave Suedel, Moorhead, un
derwent ankle surgery to correct
damage suffered to his ankle in
an early track meet this winter.
Although the operation was anapparent success, the freshman
sprinter is likely lost for the en
tire season.

Professional
Directory

Optometrists
Contact Lenses
• 02 Center Ave.

Dial 233-1624

Dr. Melicher
Optometrist
L.B.
Contact Lenses
1st Ave. & Roberts St. - Fargo
Phone 232-8353

Tennis Wins
Moorhead State College's sur
prising tennis squad is unbeaten
in two matches thus far.
Coach Jerry Grant's youthful
Dragons dumped Concordia Col
lege 6-3 and Northern State Col
lege CS.D.) in season-opening
matches last week. Four Dra
gons, junior Rick Larson, Coon
Rapids, sophomores Dave Ander
son, Fargo North, and Gary
Ramsfield, Fargo Shanley, and
freshman Paul Sundahl, Wadena,
recorded double triumphs last
week.
The Dragons claimed the first
four singles matches against the
Cobbers in addition to two vic
tories in the doubles events.
Moorhead also won the first f^r
singles matches againstNortl^Pi
State while s weeping the doubles
competition.
"I have been very pleased with
our play so far," Grant commen
ted Monday. "We understand,
however, that NDSU presents a
very formidable challenge and
we hope we are strong enough
to stay with them. We have been
getting great play from our un
derclassmen, and that is very
heartening."
"God made man to be bornfree.
Why must he forget it."
—P.F. Sloan
"Put on your crown, my Queen,
and we will build a New City on
these ruins."
—Eldridge Cleaver

1969 MOORHEAD STATE COLLEGE TENNIS SCHEDULE
1:30
Grand Forks
Univ. of North Dakota
April 20
3:00
Concordia
Concordia
April 23
2:00
Mhd. State
Dickinson State
April 28
1:00
Morris
U Minnesota-Morris
May 1
3:00
Collegeville
St. John's (Minn.)
May 2
2:00
Fargo
N.D, State U
May 6
10:00
Mhd. State
St. Cloud State
May 10
1:30
Mhd. State
Univ. of N.D.
May 12
2:00
Dickinson
Dickinson State
May 15
1:00
Mhd. State
U Minnesota-Morris
May 17
Northern Intercollegiate Minneapolis
May 23-24
North Star Ct.
Conference Meet
Kansas City, Mo.
NAIA Nat'l. Meet
June 10-14

New

McDonald's
Big Mac

Spring
Is

Here!
Step out this spring in one
of the many new sport coats
at Northport Clothiers. Rich
new colorings, patterns and
styles.

Sport
Blacker,

Dr. Harlan H. Geiger
Optometrist - Contact lenses
515 1st Ave. N.
Fargo, N. Dak.

Dr. Lloyd C. Carlson
Dr. Gaylan B. Larson

can battle them all the way." St.
Cloud blanked the Dragons tluj^
times last spring, 2-0, 1-0,
in the conference meeting.

coats

by

Cricketeer,

Stanley
Sewell

and Worsted - Tex.
From $35.00

A meal disguised as a sandwich.
This is McDonald'.- new Big Mac Samlwich.
It's two patties of pure, lean beef. Cheddar-blend
nielty cheese. Crisp, flesh lettuce. Slices of tangy
pickle. And drenched in McDonald's own special
gourmet sauce. All on a club-style sesame seed bun.
Now bring us a bigger than
"
average appetite. We're ready.
// yjj
McDonald"; is your kind of place. / McDonald's

U

u

Li

2424 South University Drive
Fargo, North Dakota

Fargo

Moorhead

